**Symphonies**. No 7
symphonie
Jean Rivier (1896-1987)

**Date:** 1962  
**Note:** Date de composition : 1962  
**Variant of the title:** Les contrastes
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**Editions of this work**

*partitions*

partitions (1)

→ **VIIe symphonie en fa**  
(les contrastes)  
**Material description:** 1 partition (104 p.) : 24 cm  
**Edition:** Paris : Salabert , cop. 1962  
**Compositeur:** Jean Rivier (1896-1987)  
**Link:** catalogue
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**Sources and references**

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb147990677

Sources
  Baker et Slonimsky

Variant of the title
  Les contrastes